
Introduction
The world has seen numerous advancements, however, the internet remains arguably 

thebiggest invention of man. The internet serves as a key mechanism for 

communication andsurvival, which has led to data becoming more valuable. Data is 

notably required for allsignificant operations, therefore its significance grows as its 

volume is generated and storedat previously unseen levels.



Data in this article simply means Information, facts and records pertaining to personal


history, health, finances, affiliations. While Data Protection is the legal control over 

access toand use of data stored electronically and it includes a set of standards and 

different safeguardsand measures that an organization is taking in order to prevent 

any third party fromunauthorized access to digital data, or any intentional or 

unintentional alteration, deletion, ordisclosure of data. Data Privacy focuses on the 

rights of individuals, the purpose of datacollection and processing, privacy 

preferences, and the way organizations govern personaldata of individuals. Data 

protection is important, since it prevents the information of anindividual or an 

organization from fraudulent activities, hacking, phishing, and identity theft.

Any Country or organization that wants to work effectively needs to ensure the safety 

of itsinformation by implementing a data protection plan. As the amount of data 

stored and createdincreases, so does the importance of data protection. Data 

breaches and cyberattacks cancause devastating damage to Individuals. Countries 

and Organizations need to proactivelyprotect their data and regularly update their 

protective measures.





The world has taken cognizance of the need to protect Personal Data and this has led 

toseveral legislative discussions, demonstrations and opinions held about the 

controversysurrounding the handling of data and numerous steps have been taken to 

protect data,however, as the world advances, there is need for advancement of the 

laws regulating DataProtection.

The Nigeria Data Protection Bureau (NDPB) has put forward the ‘Nigeria Data 

ProtectionBill, 2022’, which has led to several discussions in the legal space as regards 

what it entailsand what it seeks to achieve.


The Bill states in the Memorandum that it seeks to protect personal data and establish 

theNigeria Data Protection Commission for the regulation of the processing of 

personal data.The Major aims of the Bill are to guarantee and preserve Nigerian 

citizen’s rights to dataprivacy, and ensure that Nigerian Data Controllers maintain the 

highest Data Protectionstandards.





The Bill still shares several similarities with its predecessor which is the Nigeria Data


Protection Regulation (NDPR), however, there are new additions which show 

commendableadvancement. Notable key additions are expantiated as follows:

The proposed Bill establishes the Nigerian Data Protection Commission and this body 

shallbe in charge of the issuing of regulations, rules, directives and guidance in 

relation to the Act.


The Act also makes provision for a Governing Council, whose primary responsibility is 

theoverall policy and general supervision of the affairs of the Commission toward the 

efficientand effective discharge of the Commission’s functions.


Notably, the Bill states that the commission shall participate in international fora and 

engagewith other national and regional authorities responsible for data protection 

with a view todeveloping consistent and efficient approaches to regulation of cross-

border transfers ofpersonal data. This is very impressive as the Bill recognizes that 

Data Protection is acontinuous project, the world advances daily and as a result Data 

Protection laws must alsoevolve.

The Bill erases the issue pertaining to the age of a child by removing the earlier 

prescribedage of 13 years by the NDPR. The bill erases the contradiction of the Child’s 

Right Actwhich recognises a child as any person below the age of 18.


The Bill provides more protection for children&#39;s data as it is necessary to protect 

the vitalinterests of children.



Notably, it provides more protection for children by ensuring verification of age and


obtaining legal consent by Data controllers, who are to apply appropriate mechanisms 

such asthe presentation of government approved identification and addition of 

verification of age.

The Bill ensures personal data is secured appropriately, makes provision for 

transparency,fairness and lawfulness on the part of a data controller and a duty of 

care when dealing withpersonal data. The proposed bill also provides for data 

retention by restricting such retentionto what is authorized by law or to the extent of 

given consent.


The Bill states that Data shall not be retained for no longer than is necessary to achieve 

thepurpose for which the personal data was collected or further processed. This 

provisioneradicates the storage or use of an Individual&#39;s data after the purpose 

for which it wasuploaded has been achieved.


The Bill further ensures that Data shall be collected for specified legitimate purposes 

and notfurther processed in a way incompatible with those purposes

The Bill ensures there is proper information to the data subject of the identity and 

means ofcommunication with the data controller, lawful basis for which the data is 

processed and thirdparties who will have access to the data, when data controllers 

collect data.


The most significant in the collection of data is the express provision for individuals 

whosedatas are collected from third parties. The Bill states that such an individual 

must be given theappropriate notification of information pertaining to the use of such 

data, details andcommunication means of the data controller and third parties who 

will have access to thedata.

The Bill is one which will aid the advancement and betterment of Data Protection in 

Nigeriaas it seeks to cure the inadequacies of the Nigerian Data Protection Regulation. 

The Bill willraise the integrity of Data Protection and Data Privacy in Nigeria and It is a 

welcomedevelopment in the struggle for Data Privacy and Protection.
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The Bill states that Data controllers and Data processors of major importance shall 

registerwith the Commission within six months after the commencement of the Act or 

six months ofbecoming a data controller or data processor of major importance.


The Bill states that the Commission shall maintain and publish on its website a register 

ofdata controllers and data processors of major importance that have duly registered 

with it.


The registration and publication of data controllers and data processors births more


accountability and helps in the furtherance of trust by the general public.

The African union in concern by the urgent need to establish a mechanism to address 

thedangers and risks deriving from the use of electronic data and individual records 

with a viewof respecting privacy enacted the African Union Convention on Cyber 

Security and PersonalData Protection which serves as a guide and aims to enhance 

laws of members of the union.


Notably, The European Union in regard to Data Protection and Data Privacy enacted 

theGeneral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which serves as a breakthrough in the 

fight toprotect data. This regulation currently acts as a reference for many 

stakeholders working withpersonal data of individuals worldwide, the regulation has 

served as a foundation upon whichmany countries have reviewed their data 

protection laws.Nigeria has taken cognizance of both European Union General Data 

Protection Regulation(EU GDPR) and African Union Convention on Cyber Security and 

Personal Data Protectionby making it applicable, the Nigeria Data Protection 

Regulation provides that the EU GDPRand its judicial interpretations shall be of 

persuasive effect in Nigeria.

Data Protection in Nigeria can be traced to the grundnorm which is the Constitution of 

theFederal Republic of Nigeria. Section 37 of the Constitution provides the first Data 

Protectionlaw, stating


“The privacy of citizens, their homes, correspondence, telephone conversations and


telegraphic communications is hereby guaranteed and protected”.



It is crucial that this right is protected by the Constitution. Protecting privacy is key to


ensuring human dignity, safety and self-determination. It allows individuals to freely 

developtheir own personality. Section 37 clearly depicts the importance of Data 

Privacy and DataProtection, it is fundamental that every citizen’s Data is guaranteed 

and safely protected fromany third party.





Data Protection is primarily regulated by Nigeria’s National Information Technology


Development Agency (NITDA), this agency has been mandated by the National 

InformationTechnology Development Act (2007) to establish Standards, Guidelines 

and frameworks forthe development, standardization, and regulation of Information 

Technology practices inNigeria.





Notably, in furtherance of numerous municipal and international instruments on the


Fundamental Right to Privacy and in recognition of the unprecedented, positive impact 

ofNigeria Digital Economy and Policy Strategy (NDEPS) on datafication of the nation’s


economy, the Federal Government created the Nigeria Data Protection Bureau (NDPB) 

inFebruary 2022. It is pertinent to note that this Bureau is not established by any 

known statutein Nigeria but by way of Executive Fiat.

The Bureau is mandated to, inter alia, oversee the implementation of the Nigeria Data


Protection Regulation (NDPR) which was issued by NITDA in 2019 as a subsidiary


legislation of NITDA Act, 2007. This hints at a takeover from NITDA who had been 

solelyresponsible for Data Protection. The Bureau complements the work of statutory 

institutionsof Government in the common goal of safeguarding the privacy of natural 

persons.





The NDPR is a subsidiary legislation under the NITDA Act 2007, Courts of competent


jurisdiction (up to the Court of Appeal) have pronounced positively on its potency as a


corollary of Section 37 1999 CFRN - thereby giving every Nigerian citizen and resident


binding judicial precedents on data privacy according to the standard prescribed 

under theNDPR.



The Bureau is mandated to collaborate with stakeholders in achieving the objectives 

of theNDPR, namely, to:



a)  Safeguard the rights of natural persons to data privacy;


b)  Foster safe conduct of transactions involving the exchange of Personal Data;


c)  Prevent manipulation of Personal Data; and


d)  Ensure that Nigerian businesses remain competitive in international trade through 

the safe-guards afforded by a just and equitable legal regulatory framework on data 

protection andwhich is in tune with best practice.
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